
Transformation of the 
Agricultural Industry 
to improve revenue
Agricultural sector change is driven by the quest 
to improve farm revenue. The Introduction of IoT 
enables farms to collect vital data and enable 
farmers to better control production.

§ Lower production risk
§ Cost management
§ Waste reduction
§ Increase business efficiency
§ Improve quality
§ Crop survival and increased yield

IoT for Smart 
Agriculture

LGA IoT for Smart 
Agriculture

Indoor farms and Greenhouses 
are deploying IoT to help 
monitor, manage, process 
critical agricultural data and 
operate farms. LGA eSIM / vSIM 
powered IoT industrial routers 
and controllers provides the 
seamless connectivity between 
these critical process to the 
markets and farm owners.

eSIM / vSIM solutions 

LGA eSIM / vSIM solutions is 
reliable. Its self-healing ability 
always looks for alternative 
network routes, not depending 
on a single mobile operator for 
connectivity uptime. With the 
built- in I/O, LGA routers and 
trackers connects with vehicles 
and asset reliably 
Our solution is quick to deploy, 
has a wide network coverage 
globally and can be managed 
from the cloud. 
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To find out more 
about the eSIM / 

vSIM powered IoT-
enabled solution for 
Smart Agriculture, 

contact us at;

sales@lga.wireless.net.sg
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Hardware
Sensors need to accurately and reliably collect critical 
performance data.

Data Analytics
Data analytics is the core of every smart agriculture 
solution. The collected data is useful when farmers can 
make sense of it. Thus, a powerful data analytics 
capabilities with predictive algorithms can empower 
farmers to respond proactively.

Maintenance
Sensors are deployed on the farm and exposed to 
elements and can be easily damaged. Hardware needs to 
be durable and easy to maintain.

Mobility
Farmers need to access and manage the farm on-site or 
remotely in order to respond to situations on the farm 
real-time.

The infrastructure
Critical data and responses are only actionable with a 
robust infrastructure connecting the farm to the key.

Key considerations for a successful 
IoT Smart Agriculture


